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By E. R. Punshon

Dean Street Press, United Kingdom, 2015. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.The hour of dusk was the climax in the strange case of the
man found dead in the chalk pit. Who was the murdered man? And why did so many clues lead to
that infamous London nightclub, the Cut and Come Again ? E.R. Punshon leads the redoubtable
Sergeant Bobby Owen and his readers on a dizzy chase through a maze of suspicions to a surprise
ending - though the clues are there for anyone astute enough to interpret them. The Dusky Hour is
the ninth of E.R. Punshon s acclaimed Bobby Owen mysteries, first published in 1937 and part of a
series which eventually spanned thirty-five novels. What is distinction? The few who achieve it step
- plot or no plot - unquestioned into the first rank. in the works of Mr. E.R. Punshon we salute it
every time. Dorothy L. Sayers.
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Extremely helpful for all class of people. We have read through and that i am confident that i am going to going to read through again again down the road.
Its been designed in an exceedingly basic way in fact it is simply following i finished reading this pdf in which in fact altered me, alter the way i think.
-- Noel Stanton-- Noel Stanton

Absolutely one of the best pdf We have ever read. I really could comprehended every little thing using this written e book. I am easily could get a
satisfaction of reading a written publication.
-- Dr. Odie Hamill-- Dr. Odie Hamill
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